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“Although the players had arrived at the Second World of the path of hell, they still needed to be strong 
to watch the battle between ancient gods. ” 
 
“Even if there were Spirit King realm existences among the players, they could only cry out bitterly in the 
face of such a violent battle. ” 
 
“Especially when he got close to the store, he couldn’t stop using the potions in the store, as he would 
die if he did. ” 
 
“However, there were still some players who were not afraid of death. In order to get to the top of the 
live broadcast, they began to film the battle between the two. ” 
 
Hard work always pays off. 
 
“When a live broadcast of a battle scene appeared, the players who were unable to get close to the 
battlefield rushed in. ” 
 
“With the words “”op is a good person”” and the screen full of 1 Soul coin tips, all the effort became 
worth it. ” 
 
“The first person to eat the crab would always have a good harvest. Before this livestream player died, 
the other livestreaming rooms that opened later would obviously have fewer viewers. ” 
 
“At this moment, venerable devil ape and venerable tree’s physical body were still clashing. ” 
 
“Both of them had cultivated their physical bodies, but in terms of physical strength, it was obvious that 
the venerable tree was much stronger. ” 
 
Venerable monster ape’s strongest recovery ability could not gain any advantage against venerable 
tree’s infinite vitality. 
 
“However, it was impossible to tell who the final winner would be. ” 
 
This was because both of their injuries would recover in the blink of an eye. 
 
What surprised the players the most was the combat power of the seemingly thin venerable tree. 
 
Venerable devil ape could be said to be the netherworld creature with the highest combat power that 
the players had encountered so far. 
 
“But now, he was being suppressed by the venerable tree. ” 
 
“There were even some sharp-eyed players in the livestream who took a screenshot of the moment 
when the venerable tree made his move, and then enlarged the green light on the surface of the 
venerable tree’s fist. He was surprised to find that there was an Island inside the green light. ” 
 



“After further zooming in, he discovered that there was a forest inside. Many animals and plants were 
lifelike, and in the center of the island, there was a fierce tiger burning with green flames, exuding an 
abundance of vitality. ” 
 
“When this player posted this screenshot in the live broadcast room, it caused the players to exclaim. ” 
 
“””F * ck, there’s an Island hidden on venerable tree’s fist. No wonder he hit me so hard and so heavy. I 
feel pain just looking at venerable monster ape!”” ” 
 
“””Venerable tree should have won this battle. Venerable monster ape is clearly in a very passive 
position. Looks like I was right. Happy.”” ” 
 
“””What I want to say is that these details are too detailed. If the player who took the screenshot didn’t 
Zoom in, who would have noticed it?”” ” 
 
“””I’m indeed invincible in the great conquest. What are details? these are the F * cking details!”” ” 
 
“””Dog official website: there’s no game in the world that you can play. It’s so lonely (funny)”” ” 
 
…… 
 
“From the island miniatures of the fist of the Supreme tree, the players quickly changed the topic to 
“”the F * cking official is awesome.”” ” 
 
“However, as the battle became more intense, the players ‘attention returned to the live broadcast. ” 
 
“In this battle, venerable tree and venerable monster ape seemed to be immortal. ” 
 
“Venerable tree had even beaten venerable demon ape into a state of near death several times, but in 
the blink of an eye, venerable demon ape had recovered and continued to fight. ” 
 
It was the same for the venerable tree. 
 
His recovery was completely driven by the endless vitality contained in his body. 
 
This was the power of survival of the venerable tree. 
 
“Every time he was close to death, his body would resist it and stubbornly choose to continue living. At 
the same time, it gave the tree endless motivation. ” 
 
“Under the pressure of venerable tree’s continuous injuries, his body began to glow. ” 
 
His strength had started to grow. 
 
“The body that refused death began to squeeze out its potential, continuously supplying power to the 
tree. ” 
 
Venerable devil ape soon realized this. 



 
“In terms of speed and strength, the venerable tree was already stronger than him, but as the battle 
progressed, the venerable tree was improving at a speed visible to the naked eye. ” 
 
“””BOOM!”” The heavy punch landed again, and this time, venerable devil ape’s left arm exploded into a 
bloody mist. ” 
 
“””Roar!”” Venerable devil ape immediately let out a roar. ” 
 
“At this time, the power of tai Qing stick instantly locked the scattered flesh and blood of venerable 
devil ape, and suddenly shrank back into venerable devil ape’s left arm. ” 
 
The battle continued. 
 
It was the first time venerable devil ape had encountered such a powerful opponent. 
 
“In the past, he had always been the one getting stronger as the battle progressed. There were even 
legends of him breaking through to the godly state in battle. ” 
 
“But at this moment, he was shocked by the venerable tree. ” 
 
“It was as if there was no limit to the venerable tree’s physical body. Not only did it not collapse with 
each squeeze, but it also gave him more power. ” 
 
“During the battle, venerable tree’s body gradually recovered from its shriveled state. ” 
 
“His originally dull skin gradually gained a luster, and his entire body emitted waves of life law 
fluctuations that could be seen with the naked eye. ” 
 
“””Die!”” Seeing this, venerable devil ape had already sensed that venerable tree was about to break 
through, so he immediately swung his iron rod to stop him. ” 
 
“””BOOM!”” The iron rod hit the venerable tree’s right shoulder. ” 
 
“However, this time, the venerable tree did not move at all, as if it was not affected at all. ” 
 
“””Roar!”” Unwilling to give up, venerable devil ape used all his strength and swung the iron rod again. ” 
 
“The black rust on the Tai Qing staff fell off at this moment, revealing a trace of green and silver. ” 
 
“As the rod fell, the space of the Second World trembled, and venerable tree was instantly smashed into 
two halves. ” 
 
The two halves of his body exploded after they were separated. 
 
“Seeing this scene, the players in the livestream room were in an uproar. ” 
 



“At first, the players thought that the venerable tree had already secured the victory. After all, the more 
they fought, the stronger he became. No matter how they looked at it, the venerable tree would win the 
final victory. ” 
 
“However, he didn’t expect venerable devil ape to suddenly burst out and turn the seemingly invincible 
venerable tree into a mist of blood. ” 
 
“After killing venerable tree, venerable devil ape didn’t stop. He opened his mouth and tried to suck in 
the blood mist. ” 
 
“At this moment, an unexpected scene occurred. ” 
 
The blood mist in the sky was not under his control at all. It suddenly condensed together and Reforged 
the body of venerable tree in the blink of an eye. 
 
“This time, the venerable tree behind the Reforged body looked very young. He had thin lips and sword-
like eyebrows that flew into a few strands of black hair on his temples. His side profile was handsome, 
and the outline of his face was perfect. ” 
 
“””F * ck, a rotten old man turning into a handsome young man. Could this staff be the long-lost return 
me my floaty staff?”” ” 
 
“””I’ve been ugly since I was a child. I suddenly feel like going up and getting hit. This plastic surgery is 
too F * cking heaven-defying!”” ” 
 
“””This one hit made the venerable tree delete his account and re-mold his face … Damn! Awesome!”” ” 
 
“””Society, society, the venerable devil ape. He’s hot-tempered and charged a fee for plastic surgery 
online. He can even go to hell to do business now (funny)”” ” 
 
“””If I were to open a plastic surgery shop in hell, this hit would cost at least 2000 soul coins, right?”” ” 
 
…… 
 
The conversation gradually turned into a dumbass … 
 
“However, the players were stunned by what they saw. ” 
 
“Just when they thought venerable tree would win, venerable ape monster suddenly killed him. But just 
when they thought the battle was over, venerable tree resurrected with full health. ” 
 
The players had enjoyed the battle so much that even special effects films in movies were not as 
exciting. 
 
“At the same time, all the players had the same thought in their minds. If only I was this powerful. ” 
 
Venerable demonic ape was also dumbfounded by what he saw. 
 



“His infinite healing ability came from the iron rod, but it was not without weaknesses, and he could not 
deal with fatal injuries. ” 
 
“However, venerable tree didn’t have such a weakness with only his physical body, and venerable devil 
ape saw what true immortality was! ” 
 
“But even so, venerable devil ape still did not admit defeat. ” 
 
“From the moment he had forged the heart of a powerhouse, the word ‘lose’ had never existed in his 
heart. ” 
 
The Tai Qing stick glowed like a green Thunderbolt and went straight for the Supreme tree’s face. 
 
“””Bang!”” There was a muffled sound. ” 
 
“This time, venerable tree blocked the attack with only his right hand and firmly grasped the Tai Qing 
stick in venerable devil ape’s hand. ” 
 
“Then, his left fist suddenly hit the iron rod. ” 
 
“Venerable devil ape immediately felt a majestic force coming from the other end of the iron rod, and 
his hands were numb. ” 
 
“However, he still held the iron rod firmly. ” 
 
“””Bang!”” Another punch caused venerable devil ape’s palm to crack and blood to spray. ” 
 
“””Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang!”” ” 
 
“Seeing this, the tree continued to punch, and the sky was filled with fist shadows, all of which hit the 
Tai Qing stick. ” 
 
“This time, venerable devil ape could no longer hold on to the iron rod. He was sent flying by the 
powerful force and fell heavily to the ground. ” 
 
“Although it was out of venerable devil ape’s control, the Tai Qing stick was still shaking, as if it wanted 
to escape from venerable tree’s control. ” 
 
“This time, the venerable tree let go of the iron rod and punched out with both fists. ” 
 
“The law of fist intent appeared, and a huge island on the sea appeared as the fist shadow shook. It 
smashed onto the iron rod and smashed him deep into the ground. ” 
 
A ferocious Tiger with green flames burning on its body pounced out of the island and crashed to the 
ground. 
 
“””Roar!”” As the Tiger roared, its claws tore the ground apart and pounced on the Tai Qing staff deep 
underground, imprisoning it firmly. ” 



 
The battle seemed to be over. Venerable tree slowly landed in front of venerable devil ape and raised 
his right fist. 
 
“This time, venerable devil ape didn’t have the help of the Tai Qing stick, and the outcome seemed to be 
already decided. ” 
 
“Looking at the expressionless venerable tree in front of him, venerable devil ape smiled bitterly.”” ” 
 
“””You’ve won. You’ve succeeded in your revenge!”” ” 
 
“Venerable tree didn’t say anything, but he punched at venerable monster ape. ” 
 
“At this moment, venerable devil ape closed his eyes, but he did not feel any pain. When he opened his 
eyes again, he found that venerable tree’s fist was right in front of his face. ” 
 
“””Why didn’t you kill me?”” At this moment, venerable devil ape suddenly felt very angry, because he 
saw a trace of pity in venerable tree’s eyes. ” 
 
“””Living is already difficult. To be able to cultivate to this point, you’ve gone through even more 
hardships. Isn’t it good to continue living?”” Venerable tree said slowly. ” 
 
“””Bullsh * t, the strong control the weak’s life. You’re stronger than me, so you can control my life!”” 
“”Shut up!”” Venerable devil ape rebuked. ” 
 
What venerable devil ape was saying was exactly what he had experienced. 
 
“Just like how the corpse clan controlled the lives of their demonic ape clan, the strong could enslave 
the weak. When he was strong enough, the lives of the members of the corpse clan were just playthings 
under his control! ” 
 
“””Strong? Do you know the definition of a strong person?”” The tree shook his head and sighed. ” 
 
“””Freedom. As long as I can control myself and others, I am strong!”” ” 
 
“””It’s a very overbearing way of saying it, but you’re wrong. An expert should consider everything 
around him from the perspective of an expert. A true expert will look at the development of the entire 
netherworld from the perspective of the netherworld and not compete in a corner to dominate a 
region, such as our great emperor!”” ” 
 
“After a pause, the venerable tree continued,”” ” 
 
“””Besides, you said freedom. Where do you get freedom from? think about it, you just came from one 
cell to another. It’s just that this cell seems invisible, making you feel as if you’ve gained freedom!”” ” 
 
“Hearing this, venerable devil ape was puzzled. At this time, venerable tree continued,”” ” 
 



“””If I’m not wrong, that stick is controlling you. Perhaps it can give you strength, but is this considered 
freedom? What’s the difference between you and the expert who could control your life? this is the 
other cage I’m talking about, but it’s invisible!”” ” 
 
Venerable tree’s words shocked venerable monster ape. 


